[Our experience on the treatment of epigastric hernia].
The epigastric hernia represents a rare surgical affection, sometimes insidious, whose pathogenesis has been discussed for a long time, revealing, in the course of the years, multiple predisposing and responsible factors of its appearance. From our experience and the data reported in the literature, it is clear that a standard surgery does not exist for this pathology, and it is often necessary to perform preliminary uncommon diagnostic exams. Our retrospective study consists in the analysis of the surgical treatments executed, from 2003 to 2006, on 37 patients suffered from epigastric hernia, for everyone of which, on the basis of the clinical features, of the preoperative diagnostic results and of the characteristics of the hernia defect, it has been encouraged a personalized surgical procedure,obtaining therefore, for the same pathology, different treatment protocols (open or laparoscopic procedures, ordinary hospital stay or day-surgery, prosthetic or not surgical repair).